INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1. Place U300 HotDog Patient Warming Mattress on operating table with sensor and cable toward head end (a). Align the perineal cutout on the warming mattress with that of the operating table (b). Attach mattress to side rails using 6 straps as shown (c).

2. Place non-slip Waffle Grip over the HotDog warming mattress as shown in label, and unfold. Feed mattress cable through pad porthole (a). Align sealed fold lines on Waffle Grip with ends of warming mattress, with reinforced plastic flap at perineal cutout.

   IMPORTANT -- TUCK REINFORCED PLASTIC FLAP BETWEEN WARMING MATTRESS AND OPERATING TABLE MATTRESS [SEE CROSS-SECTION (b)]. Flap should not be visible or hanging amongst perineal cutout. Tuck remaining Waffle Grip pad (beyond fold lines) under warming mattress.

3. Place Non-Woven Draw Sheet transverse across table as shown, with textured Waffle Grip toward patient (a).

4. Connect HotDog patient warming mattress to WC52 HotDog Controller using A112 blue cable. Select temperature. See Warming Mattress IFU (PN 2064) and Controller IFU (PN 2135) for instructions on operating HotDog patient warming mattress.

5. IMPORTANT -- PATIENT MUST BE IN DIRECT SKIN CONTACT WITH WAFFLE GRIP to prevent slipping in Trendelenburg. Position patient using draw sheet. Align patient’s buttocks over tucked end of Waffle Grip. Tuck arms as shown or per hospital positioning protocol (a).

6. Secure Safety Strap across patient’s upper chest by looping straps under side rails and feeding through metal brackets on each side. Secure straps over patient’s chest (a). Strap can be used to help secure HotDog warming blanket.

7. See separate instructions for most effective HotDog Patient Warming Blanket positioning during Trendelenburg cases.

USE ONLY AS INDICATED

ATTENTION: Waffle pattern will be temporarily visible on skin, but will dissipate shortly following procedure.

IMPORTANT:

1. Do not use lubricants, oils or powders on patient’s skin in contact with Waffle Grip. Wipe skin with alcohol if any exist. (A decrease in friction will reduce the non-slip capability of the pad)

2. Not designed for use in Reverse Trendelenburg.

A300 Package Contents:
(1) Waffle Grip Pad
(1) Draw Sheet (Patient Lifting and Arm-Tucking)
(1) Safety strap
(2) Metal Clamps (for HotDog warming blanket positioning & retention) Kit does not include:
U300 Warming Mattress
(6) Side rail securing straps

U300 HotDog Warming Mattress
Operating Table Mattress
Operating Table

Cross-Section

Reinforced Plastic Flap
--Tuck Between HotDog Warming Mattress and Operating Table Mattress
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